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Annual Report 2022/2023 

 

Mobilizing the ski community to join the PXCM - association currently has more than 

110 active members. 

Recalling to the association as an honorary member the outstanding biathlete World 

Champion and Olympic Medalist Tomasz Sikora. 

Informing and promoting the idea of WMA and participation in WMC2023 in Seefeld 

and 2024 in Vuokatti. 

Record attendance - about 30 athletes/association members at WMC2023 

Record number of medals - 11 won at WMC2023, including 10 individually and one 

won by a relay team 

 



Promoting the idea of PXCM and WMA on TV and radio and about the success of 

Polish Masters in Seefeld 

 

 

Signed petitions for the protection of ski trails in Jakuszyce 

Raising funds to organize the Polish Mastres Championships on skis and roller skis 

and maintain the website 

Running the profile of PXCM in social media 

Polish Masters Championships on skis in classic and skate styles 

 



Masters classification on the main 50kmCL race, as part of the Bieg Piastow race 

 

Polish Masters Championships on roller skis in both classic and skate styles 

Charity training camp for a group of cross-country skiing enthusiasts in Jakuszyce 

 



Charity group and individual training in skiing and in roller skis 

Personality of the Year 2022 Pomerania Runs and Helps for Andrzej Guzinski for 

organizing charity ski training and ski camp for the benefit of the sick and needy 

people 

 

 

The plan is to organize professional ski and cross-country ski trainings for PXCM 

members led by former and current athletes of the Polish cross-country ski team 

Regular online meetings of the PXCM board on current issues and challenges facing 

PXCM 

No chance of repeating the turnout from WMC2023 due to the Winter World Masters 

Games taking place in January and the costs for skiers of going to WMC2024 in 

Vuokatti 

 

Andrzej Guzinski 

National Director 


